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By Tck13 on Jan 30, I really enjoyed this book. It is VERY simple and easy to read and really, everyone
should read it no matter your political views. If you have no clue or even a little bit of political education, the
book is very worth the entry level education it provides. This book is a great primer for getting into more
complicated political discussions and education. Is the writer biased? Slightly, but very minimally. He is a
great teacher overall. I have a greater perspectives on the differences of the various political views, whether
Republican, Libertarian, Democrat, Socialist etc. This is a very quick read in an easy to understand format. I
have passed this book on to several people who have enjoyed it as well. Fun to read and easy to understand!
By Reviewed By Children on Sep 14, Richard Maybury is "Uncle Eric" and he is writing to his relative who is
a student, so what you read is a series of "letters" like chapters, only more fun! Though there are many books
in the series, and I highly recommend them all, this one is fine to read without picking up any of the others.
Interesting, thought provoking, not infalible Ledbetter on Jun 23, I agree with Mr. I particularly enjoyed
finding that he agreed with both Patrick Henry and James Madison and that they both gave an accurate
prediction about the upcoming problems, downfalls and failings of an ever-mutating Federalist mentality that
is ripping the heart out of our founding principles. It killed the true goal of our founders, which was to allow
states and communities to remain diverse, different and unique and economically and socially controlled by
the people who lived in them. In other words they did not want us to become exact mental, emotional and
social clones or mere automatons of a Federal Government "" mentality run amuck. People like Earl Warren
and Warren Burger succeeded in putting us on that destructive hedonistic and anti-American coarse by
hijacking the judiciary. Local control as Patrick Henry and Thomas Paine advocated, would undeniably put
the decision making process in the hands of the voters and real-democracy at the lowest levels, they did not
believe in Stare Decisis which kills a true ever-changing democracy. They wanted the "one person one vote"
majority-rule concept to flourish on a local level, instead of having a federal government, which steals that
basic right, concept and liberty at every opportunity by manipulating entities at every level and corrupting the
courts. Certainly government at the federal level was and still is necessary for some very basic issues, like
those identified in the Preamble to the Constitution for instance, but never at the level it is at today. It all
comes back to that corrupting influence of power. I found it strange that he did not speak of term-limits as a
counterbalancing protection for his Juris Naturalis ideology, the only real protection to saved us from the
decline in founding principles as society grew, matured, evolved and became corrupted. A corruption that
transformed the philosophy of the people, by the people, and for the people; to one of me, we, our party and an
"our cause only mentality. Perhaps it is just that in his attempt to cover so many bases he seemed to have
numerous contradictory comments that makes one stop and say wait a minute that is just not true. For instance
he asked, "has anyone ever suggested to you that government may not be necessary? He also asserts for
instance that the right wants to stamp out sin and the left wants to stamp out inequality of wealth. These are
interesting assertions but facades and falsehoods and assumptions that have no real basis. Both of these
statements would be equally as true, but give a completely different impression to the reader. How can the left
be said to believe in stamping out the inequality of wealth when so many of them, and I do mean, many of
them, are filthy rich and getting richer every day at the expense of the poor and middle class in America. They
are in fact the arrogant Aristocracy of the western civilization so hated by the Middle East. It is not our
government or our true American values and culture that the Middle Easterners hate so much, but the liberal
rich people and their hedonistic tendencies, policies and activities that irk them so much. When someone asks
why Islam hates America it is simply because of liberal ideologies, policies and programs. It is as simple as
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that. But for today I disagree with Mr. They want power and the ability to oppress others at any cost and sit in
their Eiffel towers dictating socialistic and hedonistic principle and rules of conduct on the rest of us peons. In
others words I believe his definition of "Fascist" more aptly fits the modern day liberal than the word "liberal"
does, and I would put fascist at the far left end of his scale rather than the right end, but hey it is his book.
There are many other inconsistencies of thought and assertion in his writings, but nothing significant enough
to recommend skipping this truly enjoyable book. I have ordered and will most certainly read all the others as
well, but with a critical eye. I truly enjoyed his work, with only minimal reservations, because I do read
everything with the critical eye he instructs his readers to use. As a series of books for beginners in politics,
social issues and economic studies I can stand by the four star rating and highly recommend his thought
provoking comments to those from all political persuasions. Wow, what a mouthfull. Where are you in the
mix? Lopez on Jan 24, Very interesting book, as are all Uncle Eric books. My son and I enjoy reading them
together as I try to provide him with a better understanding of our political system. Although these books are
intended for younger readers, I am constantly find interesting tidbits of knowledge. I highly recommend this
series of books! A must read alongside; Whatever Happened to Penny Candy Is a great book to read. It
educates the reader so that they understand the different political parties. Clear thinking - well written By Troy
on Dec 14, I appreciate the perspective Maybury takes in this book, looking at how the current situation might
be seen by our forefathers. In short, they would not be happy. If you have long felt that there may be some
other way to think and act than just liberal or conservative, you will find yourself in the company of our
forefathers and relevant thinking and background in this book. I just love his Uncle Eric series. What a great
educator he is. I recommend this book for everybody, particularly however, for any youth finishing high
school or starting college. An excellent book if political terms like left By Shyam Kumar on Aug 25, An
excellent book if political terms like left, right, conservative, liberal confuses you Simple and very well
explained that high schoolers onwards and adults can read and understand. I am purchasing the entire series
and sharing with friends, everyone learns so much. Waldron on Sep 11, needed for homeschool I love every
book y Richard Maybury By Bill Furbush on Aug 08, I love every book y Richard Maybury, I buy and read
them and give them as gifts to the people who are important to me. Add a Book Review Book Summary: The
title of this book is Are You Liberal? Maybury , Jane A. This particular edition is in a Paperback format. It
was published by Bluestocking Pr and has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at the lowest price,
Click Here.
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Chapter 2 : Homeschool www.nxgvision.com :: Review of Are You Liberal, Conservative, or Confused?
The casual instructor of seemingly complicated topics, "Uncle Eric" writes to his nephew Chris, educating him about the
world of politics, society, and economics.

Maybury discusses political labels: Liberal, conservative, left, right, democrat, republican, moderate, socialist,
libertarian, communist -- what are their meanings and economic policies, what plans do their promoters have
for your money, and what model do they follow? Explanations of facts and fallacies. And raises the question:
Does inconsistency to the original American philosophy endanger liberty? Using the epistolary style of writing
using letters to tell a story , Mr. Maybury plays the part of an economist Uncle Eric writing a series of letters
to his niece or nephew Chris. Using stories and examples, Mr. Maybury gives interesting and clear
explanations of topics that are generally thought to be too difficult for anyone but experts. Maybury warns,
"beware of anyone who tells you a topic is above you or better left to experts. You can understand almost
anything if it is explained well. Ages 13 through Adult. Though there is a recommended order of reading for
the series, the books can be read in any order, and each have been written to stand alone. Parents and children
will have much food for thought in this easy-to-read volume that covers much more than just terms. Short
chapters allow the student to learn the material a little at a time. Uncle Eric leaps to the rescue firing off 26
thoroughly fascinating letters on political philosophies, past, present, and future. The Original American
Philosophy 3. The Opposite of the Original American Philosophy 4. Basic Political Spectrum 5. The Nature of
Political Power 6. The Two Categories of Encroachment 7.
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Chapter 3 : www.nxgvision.com: Customer reviews: Are You Liberal? Conservative? or Confused? (An "Un
Caleb Barker If you read Maybury's book, titled "Personal, Career, and Financial Security," he explains that "Are you
Liberal, Conservative, or Confused?" and the more If you read Maybury's book, titled "Personal, Career, and Financial
Security," he explains that "Are you Liberal, Conservative, or Confused?" and the rest of his Uncle Eric series is an
explanation primarily of his models and fundamental information, rather than an explanation of what this or that side
believes.

Maybury Richard Maybury believes that the best way to learn is to use models to make sense of information.
Instead, children are inundated with facts they have to memorize. Students leave school thinking history is a
senseless waste of time. Then, deprived of the real lessons of history, the student is vulnerable. Maybury
believes that the two most important models for everyone to learn are economics and law. The following
books support both. The books can be read in any order and can stand alone. To get the most out of each one,
however, Mr Maybury suggests they be read in the following order: This first volume in the Uncle Eric series
has been extensively revised and expanded. His models are further explained in the three books: Whatever
Happened to Penny Candy? Models paradigms are the way people think and how we understand our world.
While this book is designed to stand alone, it provides a foundation for the rest of the books in the Uncle Eric
series. Book 2, Uncle Eric series by Richard Maybury. I cracked open this book with a bit of trepidation.
Throughout my 16 years of schooling, I got excellent grades, except in my college economics class. I had a
wonderful teacher, but the subject matter did not hold my interest. Not only is the Penny Candy book easy to
understand, I actually enjoyed it! It explains our economic model, which is based on free-market Austrian
economics, and has lots of interesting facts about money. Learn why certain coins have ridges, the origin of
the word "dollar," as well as what causes inflation. The book is written as a series of letters from "Uncle Eric"
to his 9th grade nephew. I can think of no more important subject, and I highly recommend this lucid and
thoughtful volume. Treasury Secretary This is the new, 6th edition. A Free Market Reader for further related
reading. Economics, 2nd edition by Jane Williams. Study guide for Whatever Happened to Penny Candy. This
study guide is designed for multi-age level use for ages 10 through Uncle Eric discusses elementary legal
principles with his nephew and introduces the Two Laws: Do all you have agreed to do, and 2. Do not
encroach on other persons or their property. His examination of the dynamics of common law is brilliant. As a
teacher for all ages, Mr. Maybury is a virtuoso.
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Or Confused? (An Uncle Eric Book) $ Free shipping. Are You Liberal? Conservative? or Confused? Are you liberal
conservative or confused? very good book. If.

Are You Liberal, Conservative, or Confused? Published by Bluestocking Press. Presenting his bias from the
start, he calls himself a "juris naturalist," someone who believes in the supremacy of Higher Law, and believes
that government should be as small as possible. Maybury asserts that the Founding Fathers held the same
position, and then moves on to discuss the opposite position, statism, which is currently in vogue in our
country. The author creates a diagram to illustrate the political spectrum. Left, center, and right positions are
explained through the amount of government encroachment into personal and economic affairs. Example
countries are shown on the spectrum, and terms such as communist, socialist, Democrat, Republican, and
Fascist are also plotted there. After a discussion of the terms, the failures of communism, and the dangers of
fascism, Mr. Maybury adds "juris naturalist" to the spectrum. He contrasts Keynesianism, monetarism,
fascism, and Austrian economics. Next, he relates these theories back to liberals and conservatives. He brings
in historic information and quotes from the Founding Fathers at many points. A discussion of law and other
terms follows. The author cautions readers to define terms before getting into political discussions, and he
raises the issue of bigotry and racism in our country. The text ends with a summary and encouragement to
spread the word about reclaiming liberty in the United States. A bibliography, glossary, and index complete
the book. A Bluestocking Guide, Political Philosophies This sixty-four page guide has several sections per
chapter: The essay questions invite discussion and disagreement while encouraging the student to back up his
opinion with facts. A final exam of fifty questions provides an indication of mastery of the material and
documentation for a homeschooling portfolio. A detailed answer section is in the back. Parents and children
will have much food for thought in this easy-to-read volume that covers much more than just terms. Short
chapters allow the student to learn the material a little at a time. Christian families will find this book an
agreeable starting place for discussion. While Richard Maybury does not endorse a particular religion in it, he
is straightforward in his presentation that government and everyone else should obey "Higher Law. The
questions, of course, provide the student with the opportunity to learn the material, but the real value of the
study guide is in starting discussions between the student and his parents and peers.
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Chapter 5 : Are You Liberal? Conservative? Or Confused?
Table of Contents for Are You Liberal? Conservative? or Confused? Uncle Eric's Model of How the World Works
Author's Disclosure 1. Don't Be Embarrassed 2. The Original American Philosophy 3. The Opposite of the Original
American Philosophy 4. Basic Political Spectrum 5. The Nature of Political Power 6. The Two Categories of
Encroachment 7. The Middle Ground 8.

He married Marilyn N. Williams on August 7, Thousand Year War[ edit ] Maybury has had disagreements
with those who say that Muslims are terrorists. In his book, The Thousand Year War, he says that Muslims
have been persecuted as much as the Jews by Western civilization through events such as the Crusades , and
that they are retaliating after being wronged by the Europeans and the western culture, including the United
States government. Maybury states that Muslim nations and people still treat events that occurred centuries
ago as modern-day events, and that the recent attacks are retaliatory strikes against what they perceive to be
their long-time enemies. He praises the mediaeval Muslim civilizations for their advances in many fields. He
also states that Muslims are responsible for preserving the philosophies of ancient people, such as Aristotle.
Maybury bases his work on common law, namely Do all you have agreed to do Do not encroach on other
persons or their property. The first law is related to contract law. A contract is an agreement between two or
more parties, in which they promise to perform certain actions for and recognize certain rights of the other
parties. The second law is related to some criminal law and tort law. Violators of these types of laws have
committed acts like theft or violence against other people. Chaostan[ edit ] Mr. Chaostan is in his view prone
to war, financial ill, and tyranny because they never received the Two Laws. The New Axis[ edit ] Mr.
Maybury thinks it is possible that some or all of the areas in Chaostan are secretly co-operating, either through
political alliance or along ancient ethnic lines. This term was first used in May Military Experience[ edit ] Mr.
Maybury was a sergeant in the United States Air Force from to Themes[ edit ] Mr. He commonly addresses
his letters to an imaginary student named Chris. Style[ edit ] All of his books are written in the epistolatory
style, as letters from the fictitious Uncle Eric to his nephew. The personal tone of the "letters" convey a certain
sense of urgency, yet are remarkably understated compared to other revisionist and contrarian viewpoints. The
books have many illustrations, maps and pull-quotations of historical persons. Though, oddly to some, he
rarely if ever quotes recent 20th century writers. Perhaps it is because he distills the essence of free-market
economic thought what we often call "Libertarian" into fundamental terms that stand on their own. In other
words, rather than quoting for instance Henry Hazlitt to support a thesis, he describes an idea in foundational
terms that arrive at a conclusion that readers of Hazlitt may find familiar.
Chapter 6 : Are You Liberal? Conservative? Or Confused? by Richard J. Maybury
To improve the student's learning experience, also purchase the student study guide for "Are You Liberal?
Conservative? or Confused?" titled "A Bluestocking Guide: Political Philosophies" also available through Amazon.

Chapter 7 : Are You Liberal? Conservative? or Confused? â€” Reader Q&A
Liberal, conservative, left, right, democrat, republican, moderate, socialist, libertarian, communist what are their
economic policies and what plans do their promoters have for your money? Clear, concise explanations.

Chapter 8 : Uncle Eric Books by Maybury
Conservative? or Confused? is part of the 11 book series: Uncle Eric's Model of How The World Works. Though there is
a recommended order of reading for the series, the books can be read in any order, and each have been written to
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stand alone.

Chapter 9 : Richard J. Maybury - Wikipedia
If you have long felt that there may be some other way to think and act than just liberal or conservative, you will find
yourself in the company of our forefathers and relevant thinking and background in this book.
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